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Timing-Invariant CT Angiography Derived from CT Perfusion Imaging in Acute Stroke: A Diagnostic Performance Study


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Timing-invariant (or delay-insensitive) CT angiography derived from CT perfusion data may obviate a separate cranial CTA in acute stroke, thus enhancing patient safety by reducing total examination time, radiation dose, and volume of contrast material. We assessed the diagnostic accuracy of timing-invariant CTA for detecting intracranial artery occlusion in acute ischemic stroke, to examine whether standard CTA can be omitted.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients with suspected ischemic stroke were prospectively enrolled and underwent CTA and CTP imaging at admission. Timing-invariant CTA was derived from the CTP data. Five neuroradiologic observers assessed all images for the presence and location of intracranial artery occlusion in a blinded and randomized manner. Sensitivity and specificity of timing-invariant CTA and standard CTA were calculated by using an independent expert panel as the reference standard. Interrater agreement was determined by using κ statistics.

RESULTS: We included 108 patients with 47 vessel occlusions. Overall, standard CTA and timing-invariant CTA provided similar high diagnostic accuracy for occlusion detection with a sensitivity of 96% (95% CI, 90%–100%) and a specificity of 100% (99%–100%) for standard CTA and a sensitivity of 98% (95% CI, 94%–100%) and a specificity of 100% (95% CI, 100%–100%) for timing-invariant CTA. For proximal large-vessel occlusions, defined as occlusions of the ICA, basilar artery, and M1, the sensitivity and specificity were 100% (95% CI, 100%–100%) for both techniques. Interrater agreement was good for both techniques (mean κ value, 0.75 and 0.76).

CONCLUSIONS: Timing-invariant CTA derived from CTP data provides diagnostic accuracy similar to that of standard CTA for the detection of artery occlusions in acute stroke.
occlusions may be missed. Recently, a different approach to obtain CTA from CT perfusion source data was presented that combines the whole 4D-CTA dataset into 1 high-quality 3D-CTA dataset by displaying maximum contrast enhancement with time. This technique is referred to as “timing-invariant CTA” because it is insensitive to delayed contrast arrival and was shown to provide similar-to-superior image quality compared with standard CTA.

The aim of our study was to test the diagnostic performance of timing-invariant CTA for stroke evaluation, to assess whether standard CTA can be omitted when CT perfusion imaging has been performed.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patients**

Institution review board approval and informed consent were obtained. Consecutive patients admitted to our hospital with suspected ischemic stroke were prospectively enrolled. They underwent standard CTA and CT perfusion imaging if they fulfilled the following criteria: 1) admission at <9 hours after onset of neurologic deficit (including patients who woke up with stroke symptoms if the time between going to sleep and admission was <9 hours), 2) NIHSS score of at least 2, 3) no signs of hemorrhage on noncontrast CT, and 4) no known contrast allergy or kidney failure. For this study, we selected all patients who were scanned on our 256-section CT scanner (iCT; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands). Scans were performed according to a previously reported protocol: CT perfusion imaging was performed by using 40 mL of intravenous contrast material, 80 kVp, and 150 mAs every 2 seconds during 48 seconds (volume CT dose index = 5.8 mGy per acquisition, dose-length product = 1157 mGy cm), and CT angiography was performed by using 50 mL of intravenous contrast material, 120 kVp, and 150 mAs (volume CT dose index = 19.5 mGy, dose-length product = 775 mGy cm). CT perfusion imaging and CTA were performed subsequently, and both, before tPA administration. For the purpose of this study, the volume covered by standard CTA was manually clipped to correspond with the volume of CT perfusion. For all imaging studies, the intracranial arteries being included in the CT perfusion volume were verified.

Timing-invariant CTA was automatically derived from the CT perfusion data on a scientific workstation (I.V.Viewer; ISI, Utrecht, the Netherlands). Timing-invariant CTA provides angiographic images by displaying maximal enhancement with time (temporal maximum intensity projection) with a prior noise-reducing filter in the temporal domain. This temporal noise-reducing filter improves image quality without loss of spatial resolution. Due to the choice of the temporal maximum, this technique is timing-invariant (ie, the maximal enhancement of a vessel is displayed independent of its contrast arrival time). In this study, timing-invariant CTA was implemented as a 1D Gaussian low-pass filter across all time points of the CTP sequence (parameters: SD = 1.5 seconds, kernel size = 5) followed by determining the maximal CT number with time (temporal MIP), which is the output CT number displayed on the timing-invariant CTA.

**Procedures**

Timing-invariant CTA and standard CTA were assessed for the presence and location of arterial occlusion. All scans were assessed by 5 experienced radiologic observers (2 neuroradiologists, 1 radiologist, and 2 radiology residents, with 9 [L.v.d.S.], 7 [F.J.A.M.], 7 [A.D.H.], 5 [J.W.D.] and 3 [E.J.S.] years of experience in evaluating cerebral CTA examinations, respectively). These observers were individually presented with a random sequence of scans and were blinded to patient information and imaging technique. To reduce potential sources of bias, we presented all sequences with different randomization.

Images were scored for the presence of occlusion in the following arteries: 1) intracranial part of the internal carotid artery, 2) middle cerebral artery segment 1 (M1), 3) distal MCA segment 2 (M2+), 3) anterior cerebral artery segment 1 (A1), 4) anterior cerebral artery segment 2 (A2), 5) basilar artery, and 6) posterior cerebral artery. Arteries were separately scored for both hemispheres. Scans were presented with equal display settings, and observers could change these settings in accordance with clinical practice (arbitrary planes, slab thickness, and window leveling).

The final diagnosis (reference standard) was made by an independent expert panel consisting of a neurointerventional radiologist and a neuroradiologist (with >15 and 10 years of experience in evaluating cerebral CTA examinations, respectively) who were provided with all available imaging and relevant clinical information (including follow-up). This expert panel was blinded to the observer scores and reviewed all cases in which differences were found between the observer scores on standard CTA and timing-invariant CTA.

**Statistical Analysis**

To assess diagnostic accuracy, we determined the sensitivity and specificity of standard CTA and timing-invariant CTA with the diagnosis of the expert panel serving as the reference test. The diagnosis per CTA technique was the one made by the majority of the observers. The sensitivity and specificity were calculated per artery segment separately and for the major cerebral arteries combined. These values were expressed with their 95% confidence intervals.

To assess reproducibility, we determined interobserver agreement by using $\kappa$ statistics for both timing-invariant CTA and standard CTA. These parameters were expressed as average values together with their range among observers.

**RESULTS**

From October 2009 to October 2011, 167 consecutive patients underwent imaging at our hospital for suspected ischemic stroke. One hundred fifteen patients were eligible for this diagnostic study because they were scanned on a 256-section CT scanner and CT perfusion source data were available for analysis. Of these, 6 patients were excluded because imaging was unsuccessful due to severe patient motion (4 on CT perfusion imaging and 2 on standard CTA), and 1 patient was excluded because the CT perfusion images did not include the circle of Willis. The final analysis included 108 patients (58 women; mean age, 68 ± 13 years). The median NIHSS score at admission was 6 (interquartile range, 1835 AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 36:1834–38 Oct 2015 www.ajnr.org
The median time from onset of symptoms to CT was 107 minutes (interquartile range, 40–200 minutes). Thirty-five patients (32%) had an arterial occlusion, in which 9 occlusions were located in the internal carotid artery, 33 in the middle cerebral artery (25 in the M1 segment and 8 in M2/segment), 2 in the anterior cerebral artery (both in segment A1), 1 in the basilar artery, and 2 in the posterior cerebral artery.

An overview of the results is presented in the Table. Overall, standard CT angiography and timing-invariant CT angiography provided similar high diagnostic accuracy for occlusion detection in acute ischemic stroke with a sensitivity of 96% (95% CI, 90%–100%) and a specificity of 100% (95% CI, 99%–100%) for standard CTA and a sensitivity of 98% (95% CI, 94%–100%) and a specificity of 100% (95% CI, 100%–100%) for timing-invariant CTA. For proximal large-vessel occlusions, defined as occlusions of the ICA, basilar artery, and M1, the sensitivity and specificity were 100% (95% CI, 100%–100%) for both techniques. For distal middle cerebral artery occlusions (M2+), standard CTA provided a sensitivity of 75% (95% CI, 45%–100%) and a specificity of 100% (95% CI, 100%–100%) compared with a sensitivity and specificity of 100% (95% CI, 100%–100%) for timing-invariant CTA (not significant). An example of a M2 occlusion that was detected on both techniques is shown in Fig 1.

For the posterior cerebral artery, 1 of 2 occlusions was missed on timing-invariant CTA, while both were diagnosed on standard CTA. Overall, only this 1 occlusion was missed on timing-invariant CTA (missed by 3 observers on timing-invariant CTA and by 2 observers on standard CTA), shown in Fig 2.

In 8 patients, differences were found between the observer scores on standard CTA and timing-invariant CTA, and these cases were presented to the expert panel. In all cases, the expert panel found that the standard CTA and timing-invariant CTA images provided the same diagnosis. In 4 cases, however, standard CTA showed faint enhancement in an artery segment, whereas timing-invariant CTA showed high enhancement. Figure 3 shows an example of these differences in a patient with a hypoplastic A1...
Within this time, tPA can only be explained by observer variation because there was mostly 1 observer difference and the images were virtually identical (Figs 1 and 2).

DISCUSSION

In acute stroke, CT angiography is performed to identify proximal large-vessel occlusions suitable for endovascular treatment. In this study, we found that CTA derived from CT perfusion data can successfully detect such occlusions; this feature makes it unnecessary to perform a separate CTA acquisition of the brain. Timing-invariant CTA integrates information across the whole time sequence of the CT perfusion acquisition and is, therefore, less susceptible to delays in regional enhancement, which may hamper standard CTA. The results imply that standard CTA for the evaluation of intracranial occlusions can be omitted if CT perfusion imaging has been performed. The advantage of such an approach lies in improvement of patient safety: Because 1 scan can be performed instead of 2 separate ones, total scanning time, contrast material usage, and radiation dose will be reduced. The exact benefits will depend on the scan protocol, but the approach will typically allow a combined CTA and CT perfusion imaging protocol that can be performed within 60 to 90 seconds, reduces the radiation dose by 0.5–1.0 mSv, and requires only 40–50 mL of intravenous contrast material. Within this time, tPA can be prepared for administration; therefore, advanced imaging need not delay thrombolytic therapy.

In our study, we found a few differences in occlusion detection between standard CTA and timing-invariant CTA. We analyzed these cases and found that most of these differences could be explained only by observer variation because the images were virtually identical. In some cases however, we found that segments that seemed occluded on standard CTA actually showed contrast enhancement on timing-invariant CTA. This difference implies that these segments cannot be occluded because they fill with contrast material, albeit at a later point in time than that used for acquiring the standard CTA. Our results imply that standard CTA may not be able to differentiate delayed enhancement of a vascular segment from vessel occlusion. Standard CTA is delay-sensitive because it is performed at 1 moment in time: Vessels will not be visible if contrast material has not yet arrived at the time of acquisition. Timing-invariant CTA, on the other hand, is delay-insensitive because it displays the maximum contrast during the total time of the CT perfusion acquisition, typically some 60 seconds. Timing-invariant CTA is, therefore, less susceptible to suboptimal contrast enhancement resulting from variations in cardiac output or delayed arrival due to vascular pathology. A strength of the suggested approach is that CT perfusion images and 4D-CTA images are simultaneously available for side-by-side comparison. This combined information can resolve discrepancies and helps differentiate hypoplastic vessel segments, vessel stenosis, and occlusions with good collateralization.

Our study has limitations. First, our scanner could not cover the whole brain during CT perfusion but only a 5–6-cm range around the circle of Willis. We could, therefore, evaluate the main cerebral arteries that are relevant for endovascular treatment but not the distal pericallosal and cortical branches. In this comparison study, we focused on the question of whether occlusions can be reliably detected on the CTA images that are derived from the CT perfusion data. To make sure that the results were not biased by the greater coverage of standard CTA, we cropped the CTA data so that identical volumes could be evaluated and compared. Most manufactures now have scanners that provide whole-brain coverage during CT perfusion imaging. With this equipment, no additional brain CTA is necessary if timing-invariant CTA is calculated from the CT perfusion acquisition. For assessing the extracranial portions of the carotid artery, cervical CTA, MR angiography, or sonography may be performed. Cervical imaging remains important for assessing the extracranial extent of ICA occlusion for neurointerventional planning or detecting carotid plaques as a source of emboli. Second, timing-invariant CTA is currently not commercially available but can be easily implemented in commercial or research software, and 1 major vendor has announced the implementation on its CT workstation.
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